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1. Introduction 

Since 2002, the research group COPA of the Universidad de los Andes has been developing the 

jMarkov project. jMarkov is a stochastic modeling package developed in Java. In this project the 

principal characteristics of a Markov chain are defined in order tohelp the user focus on modeling 

instead of mathematical analysis . 

The current version of jMarkov incorporates four modules: jPhase, which models Phase-tType 

(PH)distributions; jMarkov, which defines the components of a Markov chain; jQBD, which models 

quasi-birth-death (QBD) processes; and jMDP, which models Markov Decision Processes (MDP) .  

The jPhase module is supported on a set of interface, abstract and implemented classes. The 

interface classes determine the behavior of a PH distribution, these classes define continuous and 

discrete PH distributions. The abstract classes implement the most general methods of the 

previous interfaces. Finally, the implemented classes extend the abstract classes and are useful if 

the user is going to use only the general properties of a PH distribution, such asthe dense and 

cumulative functions .   

One special package of jPhase is jFit, which contains Maximum Likehood and Moment 

Matching algorithms for fitting data to a PH distribution. Additionally, there is a graphical interface 

where the user can fit data in order to create new variablesthat jPhase will show graphically .  

The jMarkov module is a set of three packages: Build package, Basic package and Solver 

package.  The Build package is the main package of the module since it contains the classes that 

take care of building the state-space and transition matrices. The Basic package contains the 

building blocks needed to describe a Markov Chain. It contains classes such as State and Event, 

which allow the user to code a description of the states and events, respectively. The Solver 

Package is a collection of Markov Chain Solvers. JAMA  and MTJ  algorithms are 

implemented as solvers. Interested readers can refer to the jMarkov manual  for more 

information.  

jQBD package extends the basic capabilities of the jMarkov package to allow modeling highly 

structured infinite-space systems of the type quasi-birth-death processes (QBD), . 



jMDP is used to build and solve Markov Decision Process (MDP). Probabilistic Dynamic 

Programming allows the analyst to design optimal control rules for a Markov Chain. jMDP works 

for discrete and continuous time MDPs. For details see . 

This project is the result of some deficiencies or limitations found in the jMarkov project. 

Specifically, we found that jPhase graphical interface can be enhanced with new facilities to 

improve the user experience. The first limitation found is that the fitting algorithms only use files 

as input. These files may contain a list of data to which the distributions must be fitted. This means 

that the user cannot perform a fit if he does not possess a data file,even if he knows the 

theoretical distribution. The second deficiency found is that, after a fitting process, the user does 

not get any retrieval of the fitting quality. This means that the user does not have a measure ofhow 

good the new PH distributionrepresents the initial dataset. Finally, an enhancement opportunity is 

that, given the fact that jPhase graphical interface shows a list of PH distributions, the user could 

generate a queuing model using these distributionsas the inter-arrival or service times.  

The objective of this project is to develop new features that will deal with the aforementioned 

limitations and improvements. These features are: 

1. A random variate generator and moment calculator. In the jPhase graphical interface the 

user can generate random variates with a specific distribution or calculate the moments of 

thatdistribution to use them as input for the fitting process. As a complement to this, we 

implement a new tool to perform goodness-of-fit test, required to evaluate the quality of 

the generated variates. This features can be found in the Random Variate Generator and 

Moment Calculator Panel. 

2. A tool for generating a queueing model where the inter-arrival and service time distribute 

PH, for a single-server queue(also called PH/PH/1). The package will solve the queueing 

model in order to calculate the performance measures.This features can be found in The 

PH/PH/1 Model Panel. 

3. A goodness-of-fit tester for PH distributions. The package provides the facility to perform a 

goodness-of-fit test specific for PH distributions. This feature can be found in the 

Goodness-of-Fit Test for Phase-Type Distributions Panel. 

 

 



 

The present document is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief theoretical review of the 

main concepts needed to develop and understandthe newfeatures. Readers who are not 

interested in the theoretical background of the features can skip this section. Section 3 is designed 

as a user manual of the new features. Also, the screenshots of these implementations are 

demonstrated in this section. Section 4 provides the methods that are used to verify the newly 

added features. Section 5concludes the document with the results of the project and future works 

for the jMarkov project. 

2. Theoretical Background 

The objective of this section is to summarize the theoretical background behind the 

implemented features. Additionally, there will be an explanatory section for the Stochastic 

Simulation in Java library (SSJ) which was used in this project. This project uses concepts of Phase-

type distributions, QBD, queuing models and goodness-of-fit tests. 

2.1 Phase-Type Distributions 

A phase-type (PH) distribution is a combination of exponential variables with occurrence on 

sequence or phase . The importance of PHdistributionsin queueing theory lies on the fact that 

theoretically, any distribution can be arbitrarily well approximated by a PH distribution .In 

adition to this, the PH distributions have very interesting properties with respect to other 

distributions. Some of theseproperties are that the maximum, the minimum and the sum of two or 

more PH distributions also distribute PH.  

The parameters of a PH distribution are: a probability vectorand a characteristic matrix . 

We use the notation  to describe that a variable  distributes PH with a probability 

vector  anda characteristic matrix .  

There are seven subclasses of PH distributions: exponential PH, erlang PH, hipo-exponential 

PH, hyper-exponential PH, hyper-erlang PH, acyclic PH and general PH distribution. We will give a 

brief description of: exponential PH, Erlang PH andan example where a hyper-exponential PH  

distribution equals a exponential distribution. We describe these distributions because we use it 

later, but interested readers can see  for more information.  



The exponential PH distribution is the representation of an exponential distribution but as a 

PH distribution. This exponential PH distribution is compused by the number one as its probability 

vector and the rate vector is the rate of the exponential distribution.Similar to the exponential PH 

distribution the erlang PH distribution represents anerlang distribution. An erlang PH distribution 

that represent anerlang  has a probability vector of size k with the number 1 in the first 

position and 0 in the rest of the vector, and the characteristic matrix has in the diagonal and  

in the cells that are just over the diagonal.  

A hyper-exponential PH distribution is represented by a group of N branches, each one with 

anasocciatedexponential variables with rate  and a probability  where . 

Anexponential variable is equal to ahyper-exponential PHvariable with one branch or to a hyper-

exponential PHvariable with the same rate for all its branches. In the Figure 1 the reader can see 

an example of a hyper-exponential PH distribution. In this example the time before absobsion 

would distribute as: an exponential ( ) distribution with probability of 0.3, an exponential 

( ) distribution with probability of 0.2 and so on. 

 

Figure 1. Hyper-Exponential Example 

2.2 Quasi-Birth-Death Processes 

In queuing theory a quasi-birth-death process (QBD)is a particular case of a continuous time 

Markov chain, where the state describes not only the number of entities in the system but also the 

current inter-arrival or service phase of an entity in the system. Having a PHdistributionthat 

describes the inter-arrival or service time, a QBD can be built in order to find the performance 



measures of the system. Some QBD models and examples can be found in  and . The 

generator matrix of a QBD process is of the form: 

 (Equation 1) 

As seen in Equation 1 the QBD generator matrix can be represented by six sub-matrices

. The first three matrices  represent the transitions that affect the 

initial states. The second group of matrices refers to transition rates between non- initial states.  

2.3 The PH/PH/1 Model 

In this section we describe the process to build a queueing model where the inter-arrival 

and service time distribute PH (also called the PH/PH/1 queue).Building the model of the system 

allows us to find the performance measures of the PH/PH/1 model. 

Similar to the M/M/1 queue(which has exponential inter-arrival and services times) with an 

associated birth and death process , PH/PH/1 systems have an associated QBD process. As we 

shown in Section 2.2 a QBD process is characterized by six sub matrices . 

Having two PH variables called  and , where ,and ,that represent inter-

arrival and service time respectively, the six sub matrices can be calculatedas follow  (The 

definition of the Kronecker product are also defined in Equation 3): 

 

 (Equation 2) 

 

 

 (Equation 3) 

 

 

Having the sub-matrices we can find the matrices defined recursively as: 

   (Equation 4) 

 



 

 

In order to find the performance measures, these matricesare important because they define 

the balance and normalization equations. As some of these matricesare defined recursively (see 

Equation 4) there is no direct way to calculate them. Latouche and Ramaswami define a very 

efficient iterative algorithm to find an approximate matrix that solves the previous recursive 

equations. This method is called Logarithmic Reduction .There are other algorithms like 

Modified Boundary that can be used to find these matrices as well. Currently jMarkov 

implements these two algorithms.  

Since the existing classes in jMarkov receive as input a Geometric Process (this is the set of 

events, states and rates that define a Markov Chain)and not the six characteristic matrices or the 

PHdistribution, it isnecessary to generate new classes for them.The reason why these classes 

receive a Geometric process is because they are designed to solve general MarkovChains and not 

specific queueing models. For more information about the existing classes or Geometric Processes 

see .The new classes receive as parameters two PH distributions, calculate the six 

characteristic matrices and return the  matrix. 

We define the  vector , as the set of probabilities of being in the states where there 

are  entities in the system. For example,  is the vector where there are no entities in the system. 

The number of states for a specific number of entities depends on the number of phases of the 

inter-arrival and service time. 

In order to get the performance measures it is necessary to find the probabilities. We define 

the vector (Equation 5) and the balance and normalization equations (Equations 6and7 

respectively)as follows: 

 (Equation 5) 

 (Equation 6) 

 (Equation 7) 

 

Equation 6 has  equations (where  is the size of the  vector) and Equation 7 has . 

Thiscauses that the previous system has  equations and  variables. As in the first system of 



equations there is at least one linearly dependent equation, we can take off any of them and 

replace it with the normalization equation. We need because we use it to find any  using 

Equations 8 and 9. We solve this linear system in order to get .  

 (Equation 8) 

  (Equation 9) 

 

The final step is to calculate performance measures such as: the expected number of units in 

queue, in service and in the system, and the average time in queue, in service and in the 

system.We use Equations 10-15 to find the performance measures. 

 (Equation 10) 

 (Equation 11) 

 (Equation 12) 

 (Equation 13) 

 (Equation 14) 

 (Equation 15) 

As the reader can see, the summationsof theEquations 10 and 11are defined in the integer 

domain (which is not finite) we sum until a number when the cumulative function in  (see 

Equation 16) is greater than .  

 (Equation 16) 

2.4 Goodness-of-Fit Tests 

A goodness of fit test is an analysis to testthe hypothesis that a dataset distributes as a 

selected distribution. In assessing if a distribution is suited to a dataset there are many different 

tests that can be performed. Some of these tests are: the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test , the Chi-

Square test , Crámer-Von Mises test , Shapiro-Wilk  and Andreson-Darling test . We 

only perform the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the Chi-Square testsin this work. 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test measure the distance of the data sample distribution with the 

theoretical distribution. The test builds an empirical cumulative distribution function and measures 



its distance with the expected one. Interested readers can refer to  for more information. The 

Chi-Square test divides the data sample in groups and measures the distance to the expected 

distribution. This measure is a function of the difference between the observed number of 

occurrences in each group against the expected number of occurrences. For more information 

see . 

2.5 Stochastic Simulation in Java 

The SSJ package is a Java library for stochastic simulation . Among many features, SSJ 

provides facilities for generating random variates for the common distributions and performing 

goodness-of-fit tests. Since SSJ has codedmany distributions and also many methods to generate 

them, we use this package in our work.This is very useful not only for generating variates but also 

for performing goodness-of-fit tests.  

The process to perform a goodness-of-fit test in SSJ is composed of two steps: 

1) Transforming all data in the file to an uniform distribution that represents the behavior of 

the dataset. To do this, it is necessary to use the cumulative distributionfunction for each 

data point in the file, and this array of probabilities is used as a uniform distribution. 

2) Performing a Chi-Square test and a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with the new set of uniform 

variates to test that the transformed data distributes uniformly. 

3. Manual for the New Features 

This section is designed to serve as amanual for the newly addedfeaturesto the jPhase 

graphical interface.  

To run the jPhase graphical interface the user needs to initialize a FramePrincipal object and 

set it visible (see Figure 2). 



 

Figure 2. jPhase graphical interface starting code 

After setting the FramePrincipal visible, a new frame will appear. The features are in the Phase 

Varmenu (see Figure 3).All the features have an associated panel and we will present a description 

of each of themfollowed by an example. 

 

 

3.1 Random Variate Generator andMoment Calculator Panel 

Thisfeature can be found in the Phase Var menu, in the New General Variable option (see 

Figure 3). After selecting thisoption, the software generates a new panel which contains two tabs: 

one for the variate generation and moment calculator (see Figure 4) and one for the goodness-of-

fit tests (see Figure 8).Each tab is explained below. 

3.1.1 Random Variate Generator and Moment CalculatorTab 

3.1.1.1 Description 

As described in Section 2,Version 2.5 of the SSJ library is implemented for the random 

variate generation and the goodness of fit test performer.  

Figure 3. JPhase "Phase Var" menu 



In SSJ for generating random variates it is necessary to define a random uniform generator 

(from a list of possible generators), a distributionand agenerator method for that distribution. In 

the developed interface the user can define (See Figure 4): 

 The random uniform variates generator.In the first change button the user can change 

the generation method which uses a default one.  

 The expected distribution and its parameters, which can be changed in the second 

change button. 

 The generator method for the specificdistribution. Only the normal distribution has more 

than one option and it is located in the third change button. 

 A location folder for saving the data filethat will serve asthe input for jPhase. The 

browserfor selecting the destination folder is located in the select button. 

The software can either generate the variates or calculate the moments of a distribution. In 

that case the user only needs to define a distribution and a location for the filethat will contain the 

moments.  

As a result of the generation, the software shows a message with a summary of the 

process, which contains the number of variates generated, the distribution, and the location of the 

file (Figure 7). After that, the software automatically performs a goodness-of-fit test comparing the 

generated data filewith the distribution (Figure 9).  

3.1.1.2 Example 

 In this section we will describe the process to generate 1000 Gammavariates with 

rate . 

1) Select theNew General Variableoption in the jPhase graphical interface.  

2) In this example we will change the uniform random generator method (the user can use 

the default one). First,click on the firstchangebutton (next to the uniform random variate 

generator label) and the menu shown inFigure 5 will appear. ChooseWell607 option (if the 

user wants more information about any algorithm she must click on the button next to the 

algorithm and a new window will be visible with the description) andthen click on 

theaccept button. 

3) In order to change the distribution, click on the secondchangebutton (next to the 

distribution label) and the window shown in Figure 6will appear. The user must select the 



Gammaoption and click accept.In the Parameter windows write the

rates.Click on accept. 

4) Click on the Select button and choose a location for the data file. In this case we choose 

“C:\\jMarkov\”. 

5) Click on Generate Variates button. After this, the Figure 7 message should appear. Click 

Ok. 

6) Finally the Figure 9 panel should appear. The user can save the histogram image or click on 

Okto go back to the Generator tab. 

The result of this procedure is a file in the selected location with 1000 variates. 

 If instead of generating variates the user wants to calculate the moments she can skipstep 

2 and in step 5click onCalculate Moments. 

3.1.2 Goodness-of-Fit Test Tab 

3.1.2.1 Description 

To perform a goodness-of-fit test the user has to define the number of groups for the Chi-

Square test, the theoretical distribution, and alocations for the data file (See Figure 7). In Section 2 

the goodness-of-fit test procedures are briefly described. For this sections we also perform the 

tests using SSJ. In Section 2 the reader can find a brief explanation of the procedure to perform the 

tests developed by SSJ.  

As a result of the test, the software shows a new panel with a summary of the fitting and a 

histogram comparing the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) against the data histogram. The 

summary contains the P-Values for Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Chi-Square tests.  

3.1.2.2 Example 

To perform a goodness-of-fit test for the dataset that we created on the previous section, 

we have to: 

1) Open the Random Variate Generator and Moment Calculator Panel. 

2) Change to theGoodness-of-Fit tab (see Figure 8). 

3) Set the number of groups for the Chi-Square test to10. 

4) Click on Select button and browse the data file.  



5) To change the theoretical distribution click on Change button and select Gamma. 

6) To perform the test, click on the Accept button. A results windows shown inFigure 

9shouldappear. 

As the result of thistest we can see that both Kolmogorov-Smirnov P-value and Chi-Square 

P-value are greater than 5%. Therefore,we cannot reject the hypothesis that the dataset follows 

aGamma distribution. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Uniform Random Variate Generator Panel (make sure the caption falls on the same page as the figure) 

Figure 4. Variate Generator and Moment Calculator panel 



 

Figure 6. Distribution and Parameters Selection Panel 

 

Figure 7. Generation Summary 

 

Figure 8. Goodness-of-Fit Test Panel 



 

Figure 9. Goodness-of-Fit Test Result Panel 

 

3.2 Goodness-of-Fit Test for Phase-TypeDistributions Panel 

3.2.1 Description 

The goodness-of-fit test for PHdistributionsis similar to theone implementedfor the common 

distributions. We complemented the tests for common distributions provided by SSJ by adding the 

methods necessaries to perform tests for PH distributions. For more information about how the 

test isperformed see Section 2.5. 

This features can be found in the jPhase graphical interface in the Phase Var menu, option 

GOFfor a Phase-Type variable (see Figure 3).This feature is designed in a panel similar to the 

goodness-of-fit tests for common distributions. The panel is composed of a text field to set the 

number of groups for the Chi-Square test,a button to select the location of the data and a list 

selector to choosethe theoretical PH distribution (See Figure 10). The test is performed after 

clicking on Accept button. 



 

Figure 10. GOF test parameters panel 

3.2.2 Example 

In this example we are going to test if a dataset distributes as a specific PH distribution. 

This dataset canbe the same one that we createas example in Section 3.1.1and the theoretical PH 

distribution is a new PH variable that we fit with jPhase usingthe dataset as input. To perform the 

test we have to follow these steps: 

1) In the jPhase graphical interface create a PH variable with the name Gamma. To do 

it we open New Phase-Type optionset a name and in the fitted variable menu we 

select EMPhaseFit. Click on accept. 

2) Open the panel of this feature. 

3) We are going to use 10 as the number of groups for the Chi-Square test, so it is not 

necessary to change this parameter. 

4) Click on Select button and choose the location of the file(in this case, the file that 

we created in Section 3.1.1). 

5) Select the Gamma option. 

6) Click on the Accept button.  

After this, the panel of the Figure 11 will appear. We can see that in this case the result is 

that the Chi-Square P-Value and the Kolmogorov-Smornov P-Value are greater than 5%. This means 

that the we cannot reject the hypotesis that the dataset distributes as the PH distribution. 



 

Figure 11. GOF test result panel 

3.3 The PH/PH/1 Model Panel 

3.2.1 Description 

jPhase’s graphical interface allows users to define any number of PHdistributionsin order to list 

them, show some statistics and draw theirprobability density and cumulative distribution 

functions. In order to enhancethe jPhase graphical interface this new functionality allows users to 

build a PH/PH/1 model which uses the list of distributionsas input. The process by which the model 

is built is shown in Section 2.  

The panel is composed of two listsfrom where the user should choose the inter-arrival time 

and service time. 



 

Figure 12. Generation of a PH/PH/1 model 

 

3.2.2 Example 

 In this example we will generate and analyze a PH/PH/1 queue. The time between arrivals 

distributes erlang with parameters and the service time distributes exponentially 

with rate . See Section 2 for more information about these distributions. To generate the 

model we need to follow these steps: 

1) In the Phase Var menu, select Generate a PH/PH/1Queue option. After this, the panel 

shown in Figure 12should appear. 

2) This panel is composed of twolists to choose from. The first list refers to the inter-arrival 

time distribution and the second to the service time distribution. In the first list select 

and in the second select . 

3) Click on Generate  

As result, a panel as shown in Figure 13 appears. In it, we can see the performance measures 

described in Section 2 which are the performance measures of the PH/PH/1 model. 

As an additional example we perform a PH/PH/1 module using the variables of the Figures 16 

and 17 named  and  respectively. In Figure 14 we show the Panel with these variables and in 

Figure 15 we present the performance measures of the model. 

 



 

Figure 13. Performance Measures 

 

Figure 14. Generation Model Panel 

 

Figure 15. Performance Measures 

 



4. Validation of the New Features 

In this section we explain the methods that we used to test each newly developed feature. 

4.1 Random Variate Generator, Moment Calculator and Goodness-of-Fit Tester 

We verified the random variate generatorby performing goodness-of-fit tests for 10 

generated datasets. 5 of these dataset contained 1000 variates with Gamma ( ) 

distribution, the rest of datasets countained 1000 variates with Lognormal( ) 

distribution.The tests wereperformed usingthree software packages: Crystal Ball, Arena Input 

Analyser and also with our goodness-of-fit tester in order to validate it too. As the reader can see 

in the Table 1,the result of the test was that, for the100% of the datasets, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

and Chi-Square P-Values were greater than 5%. This means that all thedatasets distributeproperly  

This 100% of well distributed datasets was useful to validate the variate generator and confirm that 

the test developed by our performer was also valid, because its results are the same that the other 

two softwares. With these tests we can conclude that the variate generator and the goodness-of-

fit tests are valid. 

 

4.2 The PH/PH/1 Model 

We used two different verification and validation methods. The first one consists of 

manually verifying that the algorithms to solve the model are properly implemented. The second is 

comparingthe results of one specific model with  someone that we had its performance measures 

and expectthe same results. 

Table 1. Goodness-of-Fit tests results 



In the first method we found the characteristic matricesof a PH/PH/1 model where the inter-

arrival time distributes and the service time distributes . The variable  is the variable 

presented in Figure 14 and variable  is presented in figure 15.At the same time we followedthe 

procedure presented in Section 2 and found the characteristic matrices of a PH/PH/1 model.  

 

Figure 16. Phase-Type Variable A 

 

Figure 17. Phase-Type Variable B 

Since the performance measures arethe same we can conclude that at least for this specific 

case the software gives validresults.   

For the second method, as we show in Section 2.1, in some specific cases the hyper-

exponential PH distribution is related to the exponential distribution.We created a hyper-

exponential PHvariable with 5 branches, each branch with a rate  and a probability of 0.2 for 

each branch.  The variable  should be equal to an exponential variable with rate . Knowing 

this, we found the performance measures of a PH/PH/1 model where the inter-arrival time 

distributes as and the service time distributes exponential PH with rate , using 

jPhase.Additionally we found the performance measures for an M/M/1 model where the inter-

arrival time distributes exponential with rate  and the service time distributes exponential 

with rate . In the case of M/M/1 queues the performance measures can be drawn 

theoretically, hence we were able to verify our results with the theoretical output. For more 

information about M/M/1 models see . Since we obtain the expected result (both models 



have the same performance measures), we verified that at least in this case the software provides 

correct results. 

4.3 Goodness-of-Fit Tests for Phase-Type Distributions 

To verify the goodness-of-fit tester for PH distributions we created a dataset of 1000 

exponential variates with rate .After verifying with Arena Input Analyzer that the new dataset 

followed the exponential distribution, we definedtwonew PH distributions. We provide a brief 

explanation of the exponential PH and hyper-exponential PH distributions in Section 2.The first 

variable was a hyper-exponential PHthat replicated an exponentialvariable with rate  (see 

Section 2.1 for more information) and the second variable was anexponential PH with rate . 

Given the fact that the dataset distributes exponentially we expect that it also distributes as and 

because as we explained in the Section 2, theoretically the three variables are the same. The 

result of the test was that the dataset distributes as the two new variables, we conclude that at 

least in this case the software provides correct results. 

 

5. Results and Future Work 

As a result of this project a new version of jMarkov was compiled with the described features.  

As shown in Section 3 all the features were tested and proven to be functional. Withthe new 

version of jMarkov users can generate PH distributionshaving the theoretical distribution; perform 

goodness-of-fit tests not only for the common distributions but also for phase type distributions; 

and find the performance measures of a PH/PH/1 queue. 

During this project we found three new opportunities to enhance the jMarkov project. 

1. With the idea of taking advantage of the PH distribution’s benefits mentioned in Section 2, 

it would be desirable to connect jMarkov with the R project . We want to develop a 

connection between jPhase and the R project. With this connection the jMarkov user can 

perform calculus using the R project, and the R project user can define PH distributions in 

jPhase and use them in the R project.  

2. As we mentioned in the introduction, jPhase implements two kinds of algorithms: Moment 

Matching and Maximum Likehood. Other fitting algorithms can be added to the jMarkov 



package to help the user perform better fittings. Presents a Discrete PH fitting 

algorithm using Machine Learning, this could be a new approximation that jPhase does not 

possess, not only because it is for discrete distributions but because it includes concepts of 

machine learning.  We can also complement the actual EM algorithms with the proposed 

in  and compare its results with  (which is already implemented) given the fact that 

both fits data to hyper-erlang distributions. 

3. Additionally, an Approximate Dynamic Programming module (jADP) can be built similar to 

the jMDP module. This new module would facilitate the performance of Approximate 

Dynamic Programming as an alternative to MDP for larger and more complex problems.  
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